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About This Game

 Warning! NO hentai contents in this game! All you get is funny and stupid panties! 

"I have to find... the Warrior of Love!"
"The Warrior of Love...?"

"Yes... it is you! The one who loves panties, the Warrior of Love!"

Dashing on the street, Warriors of Love along with panties, to save humans from the evil intention– and to save themselves from
being transformed into panties!

Fight in a funny comedy full of panties, love and passion, with fierce battles between panties!

Dash and dodge in high speed battles … with panties!
Panty Party is a fast-paced battle game. Fly as a panty in the street and in-between buildings. Search for the enemy panties and

kick their bad ♥♥♥!

Features

Feel emotions of foolishness and excitement ... with Panty Party!

Energetic dancing music. It is the melody of panties.

Every color imaginable. It is the color of panties.
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A Story of nonsense and fools brought to you by panties ( and the Warrior of Love! ).

The sentimental thoughts of panties, which you can only experience in Panty Party.

Hyper exciting battling, multiple battlegrounds in the city and a full collection of unique panties!

All panties have unique skills, and the passion skill, to make them even stronger!

The white panty is soft, the bear panty is fierce, the stripe panty is a classic and the sailor panty – find out yourself.
Collect them all! Step forward, Warrior of Love, it is time to show your love for panties!

This ... is Panty Party!
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This is nothing but a combat simulator set to ultra hard difficulty. I don\u2019t play South Park games for challenging combat, I
play them to relax, enjoy the story, character dialogue and show references. While it does have some decent rewards, I
completed the game without them easily enough.. I will preface this by saying that, in truth, I genuinely love this little game. It's
simple. Not criminally so, but simple nonetheless. It's a farming management simulator, and has its tendrils set firmly in a long
past epoch of gaming.

Long, long, past. In fact, this game plays like something from decades ago, which might just be why I find it charming and
enjoyable. Make no mistake, get it on sale. I don't think most people share my nostalgic fondness for this charming little game,
so if you have doubts, get it on sale. In truth, getting it on sale is almost a must either way.

Now that I have more time, I'll elaborate a bit more on this game.

Farming World has been compared by some of my compatriots to a Facebook-style of game. In my own opinion, I don't see the
comparison making much sense. But I also haven't played a Facebook game in many, many years.

The tutorial is a little overbearing, and is honestly a bit *too* thorough. I don't think there's anything it doesn't take just a little
too much time to explain. I found myself rushing through it after the 100th entry. That's not a joke. There are over 100 tutorial
pannels. It can take an hour to slough through the muk of the tutorial. Which in truth, has its merits, but ultimately is
unnecessary.

Farming World is *not* a hard game. It can be slow-going if you don't know what to do or how to start snowballing, but a
simple YouTube search will probably bring you to one of a few videos giving you a basic rundown on how to make more money
than you can physically use in the game. The titles, for once, of said videos, don't exaggerate.

All of the aforementioned videos I came across involved the slaughtering industry. To be completely candid, I don't think I've
ever heard of a better name for a heavy-metal band than Slaughtering Industry. But I digress, animal farming is probably the
easiest way to win at this game. Just set up a few slaughteries, cow pens, and maybe a cheese factory, and you'll easily outpace
the AI competitor.

Let's talk about the AI competitor now. There are three difficulty levels. Easy, normal, and hard. Pretty standard. Easy makes
the "campaign" a cakewalk. Normal is, well, normal. Hard isn't distinguishable from normal in nearly any noticable capacity. In
fact, the only thing I noticed that changed AT ALL, between difficulties, was your starting resources, which are effectively
negligible at best. If you want an actual difficulty setting, this isn't the game for that. Back to the AI competitor, or should I say
"competitor," it really isn't a competitor. It's just there. It's function might even be to be a cooperative partner, I've never
bothered to figure out if they contribute to what you earn and whatnot, so they might not even be intended to compete. That's
another shortfall, if you didn't know, you would never notice the presence of the AI. It doesn't *do* ANYTHING. It runs one
animal pen and one plant-farming field. I've never seen it build more. So the AI in this game is a massive downside, if you
wanted some level of competition.

The only way to lose is to go bankrupt, which when you start to snowball, becomes a borderline impossibility.

I myself got this game for 99 cents, as part of a bundle I bought from a service outside of Steam. When this game goes on sale
on Steam itself, that's how much it goes for.

The core gameplay is that of managing a farm, and this is where all of my enjoyment derived from. Building fuilds, hiring
workers, keeping everything I produced organic, and creating an agrarian empire from nothing is something I enjoyed
immensely. It plays a LOT like the old Zoo Tycoon you had to install from a disc. That was my first impression on seeing the
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graphics, and honestly, I think Farming World took a lot of inspiration from the old Zoo Tycoon.

When I say MANAGING a farm, I mean MANAGING a farm. You have to hire workers, watch market prices, buy your
animals from a market, source your own farming equipment, or rent it, buy land or pay a monthly fee to use it for farming
(buildings do not require ownership of the land,) you can even hire advisors to help you make business decisions. It's deceptively
simple on the surface, because the interface itself is a maze, and the game has so many little knives of things to figure out that
you would look like a diced potato if you tried to run into it head-first.

The interface, is confusing. It's not the worst. In fact, Dying Light has one of my least favourite ones, and it's a game from the
same year, although the ability to compare them ends there, let's be realistic here. But the interface is bad.

The gameplay itself is enjoyable. If you've ever watched a shenryyr2 video/stream, and see him open a side-game that runs tram-
lines or something of the sort, that's what Farming World is. It's a game to play when you are doing something in the
foreground. It's a game not worth its base asking-price. But is it worth 99 cents? Even two USD? Yes. In my opinion, Farming
World is a game that needs a price-drop, but if you can look past its aged components, I think you'll find the core of the game to
be enjoyable enough to warrant a couple dollars.. this game is the best tetris reboot ever!!!!!! it's sooooooo hard in the way that
you have to flip your brain to match things Dr.Mario style but you need to move around a planet to match and it's fast. the goal
is to get all the planets by colecting 1000 points on the previous planet. to get points you can place blocks or remove a set of
blocks (each gives you one point per block) if you remove sets then you get X2 then X3 ect, on whatever you do for the next
roughly 4 seconds. over all 9\/10. Well it is buggy as hell, only has 3 maps, and the multiplayer doesnt seem to work.
but the graphics are good and the gameplay is similar to dark alliance on the ps2.
it feels like half a game, but theres a few days worth of gameplay. Just don't expect to do much exploring or journeying. lots of
running down mine tunnels and corridors and waiting for opening doors to hide the horrific load times between areas.
The very few quests are pretty much either go fetch, or go kill.
  Theres a half decent villain tho you hardly get to see him or even find out why he is a villain and when you eventuallyt defeat
him by pulling him like a lever... you will feel imensly dissapointed. I wont even mention the appaling battle against the dragon.
Seriously who ever made this game had only the most basic experience of D&D.
Cant fault the graphics, apart from when random textures dont load and your'e left walking around in bright purple armour.
  This is not worth £10, im glad i got it on sale.

2/5. While the game is fun, the units are super weak individually. There is almost no balence because there are a few obviously
best ways to play, and not much varience in how you can use units. The AI for your units is very basic and really needs even
better basic pathing, and it will let units sit and attack from ranged and your units just sit there and kill them. I tried the
campaign and it's borderline unplayable because of the unit AI. You have to micro def and attack and everything else manually
because the AI cant handle it. The fact that tanks/walkers can instantly kill infantry makes them mostly useless, and the ground
units that can attack air units trump all the other ground units because its not like any of the units are even that effective, except
vs like one other unit. but you can't just use all the units because if you aren't microing your tanks, xenodogs can instantly kill
your army when they die. Next is the AA turrets and the insane dmg they have (almost insta-kills and the invaders one has multi-
targeting). This game has so many balence issues its not a good buy. I would keep on looking for a better RTS while this one
*might* get fixed in balence. But while tanks kill everything while stutter steping, I dont see the point and the dlc/soundtrack
isn't worth your money. If you want a more balenced and fair experience of buy forged alliance. And while yes, people don't
like to compare the two, it's a much better RTS.. The game does not even load.. This game is really dope I like the puzzles and
creativity, just learned about the series this year, I played the flash game before coming to this and it's a huge improvement,
everyone should try out this game, it's just 12 dollars.. i cheat a lot @
. cute + free = nice
gameplay can be somewhat uneasy
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It is somehow more boring than doing nothing.
0/10 would do nothing again. Bought at €5.99 and played on PC (not VR). I it took me just under 3 hours to complete, which I
realise is longer than many people, but I took my time exploring the underwater setting, collecting items and upgrading as I went
(this is deliberately vague to avoid spoiling anything).
Yes it could have been longer or a bit more varied but, having said that, I really enjoyed playing this game and think the
designers did a great job making it.
Recommended (especially if its on discount).. CometStriker is a lovely gem of a game that deserves your attention. With a nice
curve of ramping difficulty, interesting level designs that are fair and challenging, and gorgeous pixel graphics, this game is
enjoyable from start to finish.

There are two modes of fire (using a controller): one uses two button presses to fire left and right, and the other is simply using
your right stick to fire freely. Other than that, you have a boost (dash) and your primary movement to worry about. A simple
control scheme, but hard to master when the bullets are flying!

I found this game the most enjoyable when it challenged my initial instinct. Sometimes when I wanted to dodge away I really
should've been moving towards. You can perfectly time dodges to move through enemies and projectiles making the strategy of
play even deeper.

There are power-ups in this game which you lose upon taking damage, but they are numerous enough that you should find
yourself with at least one a lot of the time. Granted, my only experience so far is playing on the normal difficulty so I cannot
speak to their frequency on hard/very hard.

I found myself hitting walls in the last two areas but was compelled enough to push forward and ultimately beat the game only to
find that I barely scratched the surface.

If you're at least a small bit interested by what you see in the trailer or by anything I've written here please pick this game up.
Very well done, tightly polished, and overall FUN.

. SO buggy. Movement feels really wonky, environments and puzzles are boring, inventory just doesn't work.. I mean, it's
exactly what it looks like. I'm not sorry, mom.

Postgame content, because it's rarely brought up:
+ Sprite Viewer
+ After stories
+ designer commentary on character design, voice, etc
+ a .rar file with a character's wallpaper after finishing their story
+ scene jump to all the chapters within the route. Fun arcade shooter. I know I don't have much with it, but what I did play, I can
tell is one of those games you will see at the HTC arcades. Graphics are nice, I didn't get no judder (1080, I7-6700k, 16 gb, 2.5
repro, and steamvr beta) Fast intense action. I think is one of those games you can show of, and because it's an arcade type
game, you can share with friends. The price is okay, but $9.99 would of been better.. Great Game! Just wish there was more
content
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